Let be a commutative ring. The prime graph of the ring is defined as a graph whose vertex set consists of all elements of and any two distinct vertices x and y are adjacent if and only if or . This graph is denoted by . In this paper we investigate some relations between the chromatic number of prime graph of finite product of commutative rings and the chromatic number of prime graph of these rings. We also obtain some results on the chromatic number of prime graph of the ring .
INTRODUCTION
Beck [2] introduced a new graph concept called zero-divisor graph. This graph concept is associated to a commutative ring with unity and the work was mostly concerned with colouring of rings. Anderson and Livingston [1] modified the concept of zero-divisor graph and defined the Zero-divisor graph as a simple graph associated to a commutative ring with unity whose vertices are , the set of nonzero zero-divisors of , and for distinct , the vertices and are adjacent if and only if . The paper concentrated on the interplay between the ring-theoretic properties of and the graph-theoretic properties of .
Another graph structure associated to a ring called prime graph was introduced by Bhavanari et al [3] which can be considered as an extension of Beck's work, where all elements of the ring are considered as the vertices of the graph and any two distinct vertices are adjacent if and only if or . The work was related to the study of the basic properties of prime graph of a ring.
In our present paper we investigate some relations between the chromatic number of prime graph of finite product of rings and the chromatic numbers of prime graph of these rings. Then all the elements of induce a complete graph of order . For , the elements , and , are adjacent to each other and these elements are also adjacent to all the elements of set . So we have a complete subgraph of order . Now let is such that , . Let us consider the non-zero elements whose first m entries are 0 and rest of the (n-m) entries are either 0 or , . Then these elements are adjacent to each other and also adjacent to all elements of the set . Number of such elements is . But out of these elements we have already considered elements in the set . Therefore the number of elements that induce the complete subgraph is .
No other elements can be adjacent to all of these elements, so this is the complete subgraph with maximum order. 
Let for for
Now for each , the elements of are not adjacent to each other but they are adjacent to the element of the sets for . So they induce an -partite graph and therefore we can assign minimum colours to elements of these sets.
Similarly for each , the elements of are not adjacent to each other but they are adjacent to the element of the sets for . So they induce a -partite graph and therefore we can assign minimum colours to elements of these sets.
Since the sets for all and the sets for all represents the same set of elements so both the colorings are colouring of same set. Thus possible minimum number of colours assigned to these vertices is . But we already had shown that we need colours to colour the vertices of type and which is greater than both and .
Thus .
( 
